Exclusive possibilities to present your company and support the ECBS & ICBS Meeting 2015 (October 7-9), at the Langenbeck Virchow House, Berlin-Mitte

Platinum Support (€ 25,000) – Dinner sponsor
- only one exclusive platinum sponsor

Inclusive:
- opportunity to give a lecture in one of the conference sessions
- one exhibition booth with primary choice of the position in the foyer of the building
- 1/1 advertisement on the inside front or back cover or the centerfold of the official conference booklet
- four conference passes
- your logo will be displayed as “supported by...” on the dinner buffet and you may additionally provide napkins or plates with your company logo
- positioning of your logo on the homepage
- prominent positioning of your logo in all published conference documents including online promotions / advertising
- You can support one of the keynote speakers. Your company will be displayed as “Keynote lecture supported by ...” in the program and your logo will be projected at the beginning of the given lecture accordingly.

Gold Support (€ 11,000)
- up to three gold sponsors

Inclusive:
- one exhibition booth with preferred choice of the position in the foyer of the building
- 1/1 advertisement in the official conference booklet
- three conference passes
- positioning of your logo on the homepage
- prominent positioning of your logo in all published conference documents including online promotion / advertising

Silver Support (€ 8,000)
- up to five silver sponsors

Inclusive:
- depending on availability, one exhibition booth in the foyer of the building or at the entrance of the conference hall in the first or second floor
- 1/1 advertisement in the official conference booklet
- two conference passes
- positioning of your logo on the homepage
- prominent positioning of your logo in all published conference documents including online promotions/ advertising

All prices listed are Plus 19% VAT.
Bronze Support (€ 4,500)

Inclusive:
- 1/1 advertisement in the official conference booklet
- one conference pass
- positioning of your logo on the homepage
- prominent positioning of your logo in all published conference documents including online promotions / advertising

All sponsors will be included in the "Sponsor Directory" of the conference booklet together with a short company/institution profile (max. 700 characters).

Further Possibilities for Support:

Conference bags (€ 3,000)
- The conference bags are handed to the participants upon check-in at the registration desk.
- The organizers produce the conference bags with your company’s logo and slogan.

Support of a Lunch Break (€ 3,000 per day)
- Your logo will be displayed as „supported by…” on the lunch buffet and you may additionally provide napkins or plates with your company logo.

Support of a Session (€ 3,000 per session)
- You can support one of the sessions.
- Your company will be displayed as “Session supported by …” in the program.
- Your logo will be projected at the beginning of the session and between the talks.

Exclusive Supporter of a Keynote Speaker (€ 2,000)
- You can support one of the keynote speakers.
- Your company will be displayed as “Keynote lecture supported by …” in the program.
- Your logo will be projected at the beginning of the given lecture accordingly.

Support of Poster Sessions (€ 2,000 per session) – Wine & Cheese
- Your logo will be displayed as „supported by…” at a prominent position during the poster session/s and on the Wine & Cheese buffet.

All prices listed are Plus 19% VAT.
Support of a Coffee Break (€ 1,500 per day)
- Your logo will be displayed as „supported by...“ on the coffee buffet and you may additionally provide napkins or plates with your company’s logo.

Supply of Writing Materials (€ 1,000)
- Supply every participant with a notepad, pen or pencil with your design. These materials will be included in the conference bags. The company is responsible for their production. The material/s must be approved by the organizers beforehand.

Material for the Conference Bag (€ 500)
- You can reach/approach all conference participants by a free gift or a leaflet in the conference bag (notepads, pens and pencils excluded). The material must be approved by the organizers beforehand.

Display Informational Material (€ 500)
- Display your informational material at the entrance of the lecture hall.

Travel support of participants
- To be negotiated.

Donation:
The MDC will certify the donation. You may use the ECBS & ICBS 2015, EU-OPENSSCREEN and MDC logos for your own advertisement to show your support of the conference.

For inquiries and other individual or specific support possibilities please contact our conference office:

Lien-Georgina Dettmann
Email: lien.dettmann@mdc-berlin.de

All prices listed are Plus 19% VAT.